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Dear shooters and hunters,

it is with great pleasure that I extend my 
personal welcome to our new catalogue to 
all of you.
I hope you will find it complete and easy 
to read through. We are very proud of the 
growing interest for the Zoli brand and feel 
it is time to improve the quality of our com-
munication. The objective is to get the pub-
lic to know our company and our products 
with ease and clarity.
We are very happy and feel rewarded that 
an ever growing number of people are us-
ing our guns with satisfaction and manage 
to achieve better results than ever before. 
This is a very engaging notion and an incen-
tive to continue our work with tenacity and 
dedication. A commitment that presents 
difficult challenges but is well compensat-
ed by the many victories accomplished at 
national and international level by our loyal 
clients.
We firmly believe that innovation and tradi-
tion can and must coexist, and it is for this 
reason that while our products are techno-
logically advanced, they still maintain uni-
versal principles that belong to the most 
classical gunmaking tradition. As a result, 
Zoli’s guns are highly evolved as far as ma-
terials and technology are concerned but 
offer a very classical, highly refined design.
We are very proud to introduce you to the 

latest generation of guns, researched and 
built one the basis of a simple philosophical 
concept: quality must never be compro-
mised or sacrificed. 
The Z-Gun line is the embodiment of such 
concept.  Beside the exquisite and satisfy-
ing look, as well as the well-tested longev-
ity, the Z-Gun line hides an uncompromis-
ing technological approach that manages 
to combine the best ballistic performance 
with an incomparably low recoil. 
Shooters and hunters who have been using 
Zoli’s gun for some time have already test-
ed and appreciated the characteristics that 
make our products unique. Our success is 
also due to the generous and positive influ-
ence afforded by those who, following their 
experience with our guns, feel the need to 
share their satisfaction with enthusiasm 
and persistency. 
Their endorsement has strongly supported 
the diffusion of our brand, making it reach 
such a level of fame and prestige to take it 
to the top market segment.

I wish you all a pleasant and interesting 
browsing of our catalogue.

Thank you and warmest regards,

Discover your true potential
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Since the 14th Century, Magno was 

highly appreciated for its gun pro-

duction, destined to the govern-

ments of Venice, Piedmont and Na-

ples. From archive research, the Zoli 

family was already active in Magno in 

1490, where they were involved with 

the local artisan scene, flanking the 

early arquebus makers, masters of 

rare sensibility, in the manufacturing 

of firearms, in the first decades of the 

15th century. In the following cen-

turies, the activity of the Zoli family 

consolidated even more, so much so 

that in 1867 Giovanni Zoli becomes 

a renowned flintlock maker. Proof of 

his activity is found in an exquisite 

muzzle-loading pistol depicting the 

family logo and presently stored in 

Zoli’s gunshop, a symbol of the en-

terprising spirit and determination 

that the valley developed through the 

centuries. Reading thorough the Zoli 

family history is like reading through 

the series of events that involved the 

Val Trompia area and its population, 

responsible for  instilling in Antonio 

Zoli those values and traditions that 

are still perceived as indissoluble to-

day. Captivated by the appeal of the 

valley and the strong passion inher-

ited by his parents for guns and the 

precision mechanics it took to build 

them, the beginning of Antonio Zoli’s 

career saw him collaborating with the 

main companies in the gun sector. In 

October 1945 he started his own 

business, taking him from appreciat-

ed gunsmith to become one of the 

most relevant industrial activities in 

the area. The company then changed 

structure also thanks to the contribu-

tion of Antonio’s sons, who provided 

further impulse in terms of product 

quality and market approach, with 

excellent results. From guns made 

with high quality components, ac-

cording to the classical parameters 

employed by master gunmakers, the 

production was later integrated by 

guns with smooth bore barrels, with 

hammer or hammerless, over-and-

under and side-by-side.

Always available to satisfy any mar-

ket requests, Antonio Zoli Spa devel-

oped an awareness for new trends 

since the very early years. In 1956, 

it was the first company in the world 

to build replicas of old muzzle load 

guns, marking the start of a new mar-

ket that would become extremely im-

portant.  

Among the main achievements, in 

the 1960s Antonio Zoli Spa was also 

the first company in Italy to industri-

ally manufacture combination guns, 

breaking the monopoly held by gun 

makers in central Europe. 

A few years later, over-and-under 

and side-by-side express guns were 

added to the catalogue, as well as 

bolt-action guns, a production that 

reached thousands of units, both in 

the hunting and varmint version. At 

the beginning of the 1990s, following 

the success achieved across all mar-

kets, Zoli decided to make a range of 

Drilling guns called MG-92. This step 

represented a new challenge, making 

Zoli compete with long-established, 

well-known manufacturers from 

Eastern Europe. The product launch 

was a blazing success, so much so 

that the production lasted for more 

than 20 years. Zoli Drilling (2 smooth 

bore barrels, one rifle) remains today 

the only example of a similar gun 

ever to be industrially manufactured 

in Italy.

At the end of the Millennium, under 

the new direction of Paolo Zoli, the 

company took on a great new chal-

lenge in the over-and-under seg-

ment. The new project was called 

‘Classic Revolution 4’ as it included 

four types of over-and-under guns: 

Skeet and Hunting smooth bore, Ex-

press and Combination rifles. Thanks 

to this project, the company has to-

day reached the objective of placing 

their products in the highest market 

segment. In fact, all four guns present 

technical characteristics belonging to 

top quality firearms and produced in 

limited quantities.

At the beginning of the new Millenni-

um, production methods, techniques 

and technologies have undergone a 

dramatic change and thanks to this 

constant development Zoli today can 

take direct control of the whole pro-

duction line, from planning and re-

searching to product sale.

In recent years, the company has 

achieved amazing results in various 

shooting disciplines, winning national 

and international championships with 

a progression that clearly shows the 

extremely high ballistic and dynamic 

qualities featured on Zoli’s guns. In 

the wake of these triumphs, Zoli suc-

cessfully developed a custom shop 

that has managed to satisfy even the 

most demanding requests. 

The incessant appreciation shown 

through the years by loyal custom-

ers is the best endorsement to Zo-

li’s work, as well as their consoli-

dated presence on markets all over 

the world. The traditions of a family 

business, now in its third generation, 

have managed to adapt constantly to 

technological innovations without al-

tering the love a craftsman feels for 

the products they manufacture.

It is thanks to this rich history that 

Zoli can today be proudly named 

among the few businesses offering 

a wide range of prestigious products 

that are planned, researched and 

produced in their own factory.

Where does the ZOLI quality come from

The origin of Antonio Zoli Spa finds its roots in the historical and cultural context of the post-war period following 
World War II. A real embodiment of the typical entrepreneurial spirit that marks people from the area around Brescia, 
Antonio Zoli played an active part in the rebuilding stages following the war’s events that also involved the valley of 
the river Mella, where the company is located, placing the first steps for a business that would have shortly projected 
his name on the markets around the world. Antonio Zoli was born in 1905, his father Giuseppe built flintlocks in his 
shop in Magno, a small village (hamlet of Gardone Val Trompia) perched on the mountain above the present company’s 
location, the place where several famous gunsmith families come from.
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“Classic Revolution” is the name of a chal-
lenging, rigorous and uncompromised 
project ZOLI embraced a few years ago. 
In this section you will learn about the 
most important technical features of all 
ZOLI over and under shotguns which have 
made this project extremely successful. 

Through its “Classic Revolution” ZOLI has 
strengthened its presence in the Highend  
worldwide market with a better image and 
a stronger presence on all international 
markets.
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All Zoli guns are fitted with the Hand De-
tachable Zoli designed locked system. 
Hand fitted by capable Gunsmiths are 
loaded with powerful coil springs.

All Z-Guns series trigger mechanism  has 
all critical parts Titanium nitrate treated 
and main coil springs coated with self lu-
bricating material for maximum corrosion 
resistance and wear. Hammers, Sears and 
trigger plates are precision CNC mac-
chined, specially hardened and ground. 
Trigger plates are easily adjustable fore 
and aft.
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All guns are equipped with a particularly robust locking system. This 
consists of a split locking bolt that mates accurately with the lock-

ing lugs of the monoblock. The central position of the locking 
system compared to the monoblock axis ensures maximum 

tightness. Such a design requires the employment of spark 
erosion [EDM machining] techniques that allow extremely 

close tolerances. When shooting, the joint between barrel and 
action is maintained over a long period due to the axis pins be-

ing positioned in the lower part of the barrel itself and the bot-
tom lug engaging with the action body.

The Zoli BHB Stock Grip 
and Barrel Weight system is 
the first real dynamic adjustment 
system specifically designed  for 
a shotgun. The function of the Zoli 
BHB Stock Grip and Barrel Weight 
system addresses the positions of the 
weight and the amount of the weight 
that balance the shotgun in order to 
create the optimum dynamic control 

of the shotgun at the 
desired balance point. 

A same balance point on the 
shotgun can have different dy-

namics. A dedicated dynamics affect 
shooter performance differently i.e. a 
better control! 

The ideal dynam-
ic of a shotgun will vary 
depending on the individual 
characteristics of the shooter, taking 
into account variables such as height, 
weight, strength, competence and 
individualized mechanics.

Zoli’s percussion system has been designed to the 
highest safety standards that technology can offer. 
The firing pin is guided by a specially made bushing 
that ensures its perfect operation. The bushing is also 
provided with vent holes, to allow any gas produced by 
the accidental perforation of the cartridge primer to  
escape, without damage to the 
gun or injury to the user.

The action, trigger plate and monoblock form 
the foundation of the gun. Such components 
are all made using forged alloy steel. Amongst 
these components, the new solid action is the 
most important and innovative. Because the 

trigger plate mechanism is completely 
independent from the action, it does 
not sustain the stress and strain that 
could affect the adjustment of the fir-

ing mechanism. High adjustment standards 
are therefore guaranteed even under prolonged heavy 

use. The detachable trigger mechanism also facilitates easy 
maintenance. Each and every machined part is jewel checked for cor-

rect dimensions.

Zoli was the first com-
pany in the world to 
develop an industrial 
process to silver solder 
shotgun and rifle barrels. 
This technique guarantees 
the most precise and durable 
joining of barrels compared to the 
more traditional approach which employs tin 
alloys. Further advantages entail a more homoge-
neous assembly providing a drastic reduction of 
micro-vibrations leading to reduced recoil when 
shooting and the ability of guaranteeing point 
of impact. In addition highly durable chemical 
blueing can be used to maintain the look of the 
gun for years. Today all barrels at Zoli are made 
with this exclusive technique.

Barrel soldering

Percussion system

Forged Components

Locking System

BHB System

Barrels

Zoli have manifactured guns for more than 70 years and we have 
manufactured our own barrels in house for more than 55 years. 
The ballistic performance of our barrels is legendary and the envy 
of all shotgun manufacturers. Our extensive experience has always 
been underpinned by ongoing research making it possible to ensure 
matchless ballistic performance with a reduced recoil. Our years of 
intense ballistic and materials testing enables us to provide superior 
pattern distribution with higher energy yet softer recoil. Only Zoli 
barrels achieve this success. We simply put our barrels up against 
any others-any time.
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CUSTOM SHOP
Zoli Antonio has been building Sporting firearms 
since 1945. As we are passionate about what we 
do we never stop researching and we believe 
that innovation and taditions can or rather must 
coexist. 

Our products are technologically advanced  
but respect all the most important gunmaking 
principles. Our products are revolutionary from 
a mechanical standpoint but classic in look and 
design. They reflect the principles of gunmaking 
that generated exquisite pieces in the past, real 
works of art skilled craftsmen could produce for 
the joy of only very few people.

Since 1980 the Zoli Custom Shop has built 
sporting firearms that range from the fine to the 
fantastic. Zoli custom firearms have been crafted 
for and with the input of the finest hunters and 
shooters. Our masterworks line is geared toward 
the creation of products able to satisfy the most 
demanding palates.  All this is made possible by 
combining the most modern technologies to the 
refined finishes and details, typical of the highest 
tradition of gun making. 
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BRIAN DEADMAN
Australian Fitasc Sporting Championship 2017

CHRIS BROWN
Australian English Sporting Championship 2017

BECKY MCKENZIE
English Open Fitasc Sporting Ladies Championship 2017

BEN LLEWELLIN
British Olympic Skeet Championship 2017

ASHLEY HAFLEY
World Fitasc Sporting Championship 2013

CHRISTIAN PEDERSEN
Danish Compak Sporting Championship 2017-2016-2015-2014

MARINE DIVARET
French Championship Fitasc Sporting Ladies 2017

French Championship Compak Sporting Ladies 2017

DIDIER DAL BARCO
Compak Sporting French Championship Scratch 2016 

MAURIZIO MAGAZZINI
Italian Olympic Trap Championship 2016

PHILIPPE MARTY 
Compak Sporting French Championship 1st category 2016

MEHDI AGEZ
Universal Trench Frenc Championship 1st category 2016

WILLIAM WALTON
USA National Sporting Clay Championship 2015

MARTIN FELBERMAIR
Austrian Sporting Championship junior 2016

SHARON RUSSEL NIVEN 
Scottish Double Trap Ladies Champion 2016

THOMAS ARMSTRONG  
World DTL championship with Australian Team 2016

DIDIER DAL BARCO
Fitasc Sporting French Championship 1st Category 2016 

SHAWN KEMETER 
World English Sporting Championship JNR prelim event

 CHRISTINA LOUDENSLAGER 
 Michigan State Sporting Clays Championsip Ladies 2016

PAULINE BROUSSIER
Fitasc Sporting Championship Ladies Junior 2016

JACQUI DURHAM  
Australian National Skeet Championship

MAURO ZERBINI
Beretta Marathon Olympic Trap 2016

DANNY WEBB
NSCA US Championship 28ga 2016

LAURENT LSSERA
Double Trap French Championship 2016

FRANK DURBESSON
Olympic Skeet French Championship 2nd category 2016

BEN LLEWELLIN
ISSF World Cup Final Olympic Skeet 2017

STUART CLARKE
Fitasc Sporting World Championship 2017

SHARON RUSSEL NIVEN 
Olympic Trap CSF Games 2016

SHAWN KEMETER 
World English Sporting Championship Junior Sportrap 2016

TOMMY BROCH 
Hunting Trap Danish Championship 2016

BEN LLEWELLIN
ISSF Olympic Skeet World Cup in Cyprus 2016

DENISE EYRE
Compak Sporting French Championship Ladies 2016

FRANK DESPRES 
Fitasc Sporting French Championship  1st category 2016

DYLAN CHAURAY
Olympic Skeet Frenc Championship Junior 2016

BOB DAVIS
Fitasc Sporting World Championship 2013

JANA BECKMANN 
ISSF World Cup Final Olympic Trap 2013

PAULINE BROUSSIER
Compak Sporting European Championship Ladies 2017

AMADINE FORT
Universal Trench French Championship Ladies 2016

BECKY MCKENZIE
Essex master Ladies 2017

BECKY MCKENZIE
Fitasc Sporting World Championship 2013

ROSS NESKORA
World Sporting Fitasc Championship  2013

CHRISTIAN PEDERSEN
European Comapk Sporting  Championship  2013

AMADINE FORT
Universal Trench French Championship Ladies 2016



The Flat rib versions are supplied with a tapered top rib or parallel rib, fully checkered, in keeping with the more classical tradition. 
Thanks to a choice of several barrel lengths and stock configurations, this version will satisfy any specific request. Barrels, all entirely 
silver soldered, affording a softer, more gradual recoil in spite of the extreme ballistic performance. The recipe we use to make these 
barrels is the outcome of over 50 years of experience we have acquired thanks to our in house production. Barrels are supplied with 
interchangable extended chokes and on demand are available with fixed chokes option. The stocks are made of selected Turkish walnut 
wood, finely checkered and oil polished. Flat rib version is available in 12, 20, 28 and 410 gauge. 20ga version can be supplied with an 
extra set of barrels in 28ga or .410

Z-GUN RIBS & VERSIONS

FR
Flat rib

MR
Mid rib

HR
High rib

TRAPUS 

The MR version is identifiable thanks to its medium height, fixed tapered rib: a small but very important detail that contributes to achieve 
a more relaxed neck position when shooting. Extra interchangeable barrel sets are also available on request. The action can be finished 
in a long-lasting, anti-corrosion silver or blued. The standard stock is an adjustable Off-Set, designed to adapt perfectly to the above rib 
style. The wood is selected Turkish walnut, finely checkered and oil polished. The Z-Sport MR is available only in 12 gauge.

The Z-Trap US model is the version dedicated to the practice of Trap. Living up to the uniqueness offered by their barrels, known to 
provide a ballistics reference Zoli has designed Trap barrels providing them with a rib able to offer infinite adjustments in customizing 
the ideal point of impact. Different from any other product offered from the market the Z-Trap US rib can be adjusted both in parallel 
position on different levels of height that tilted to various degrees of angle. These adjustments are made possible by the fact that 
the rib, contrary to what is offered by all the other products currently available in the market, is not anchored to a fixed point. A very 
sophisticated engineering solution that provides, amongst other things, a system of recoil absorption built into the rib itself. To shoot 
with Z-Trap US is a unique experience. Alongside the ballistic quality there are ergonomic and comfort benefits immediately perceived 
by the shooter and able to reduce to a minimum level the stress caused from the time of shooting to benefit both shooting pleasure  
and the result. The offset Monte Carlo style stock with the ideal pitch and the slight rollover comb combined with the right or left hand 
palm swell makes this stock the most customized but still standard stock of all high rib guns.

Every aspect of the HR has been planned to achieve the highest level of performance in order to break the target when sport shooting. 
The sense of familiarity immediately perceived is very powerful. The HR model naturally leads your eyes to the target, offering a perfect 
view that translates into a significant reduction of discomfort for neck and shoulder. The low recoil sensation is due to the action low 
profile, achieved also thanks to the Boss-type lock, that moves the gun’s central axis to a higher position. HR is fitted with a new, 11 
mm or 16mm, adjustable tapered or parallel rib (only on 75cm - 29,5”) that thanks to a simple washer can adjust the impact point from 
50/50 to 70/30. The barrels dynamic approach and silver soldering, completed with an impact point factory warranty, are Zoli’s key 
success element, delivering a shooting experience with low recoil and requiring minimal effort and less eye strain. The standard stock 
is an off-set Monte Carlo, offering ideal pitch and slightly rounded comb combined with an embossed pistol grip: a comfortable stock, 
ideal to make the most of the high rib. 

Barrels length available on 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm. (86cm optional) // 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” (34" optional)

Barrels length available on 75 - 78 - 81cm. // 29,5”- 31” - 32”

Barrels length available on 75 - 81cm. // 29,5”- 32”

Barrels length available on 86cm.  34”
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Ben Llewellin

Olympic Skeet UK shooter
Three times British Champion
World Cup silver medal
World Record holder
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Z-SPORT

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

The Z-Sport model is the version dedicated 
to shooting sports. The engraving is clean 
and essential, decorated by an ornate bor-
der. The Z-Gun logo is in relief on a non-
glare stipple top, on both action sides and 
back.
The barrels of the Z-Sport model are sup-
plied with a tapered top rib, fully checkered, 
in keeping with the more classical tradition. 
Thanks to a choice of several barrel lengths 
and stock configurations, the Z-Sport 

version will satisfy any specific request. 
An extra set of interchangeable barrels is 
also available on request, as well as a choice 
between a frame finished in long-lasting, an-
ti-corrosion silver or blued. The stocks are 
made of selected Turkish walnut and finely 
checkered and oil polished. 

The Z-Sport model is available in 12 or 20 
gauge. 20 gage models can be supplied with 
an extra set of barrels in 28ga and .410 .

THE BEST SELLER
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Z-SPORT

Z-SPORT HR

Z-SPORT TRAP US

Z-SPORT MR

Z-SPORT FR

RIBS: FR // MR // HR // TRAP US
ACTION: SILVER // BLACK // COLOR CASE HARDENED
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Ross Straker

UK Sporting Shooter
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Z-EXTRA

Every aspect of the Z-Extra HR has been 
planned to achieve the best performance to 
break the target in sport shooting. The sense 
of familiarity immediately perceived is very 
powerful. The HR model naturally leads your 
eyes on the target, offering a perfect view 
that translates into a perceivable comfort for 
neck and shoulder. Model Z-Extra HR is fit-
ted with an 11 mm, adjustable tapered rib 
that, thanks to a simple washer, can change 
the impact point from 50/50 to 70/30. 
The standard stock is an off-set Monte Car-
lo, offering ideal pitch and slightly rounded 

comb combined with an embossed pistol 
grip: a comfortable stock, ideal to make the 
most of the high rib. The success of Zoli HR 
models is mainly due to the perfect match 
between the barrel/stock assembly and the 
shooter. 
Model Z-Extra has an English style engrav-
ing mixed with some scrolling. 
The Z-Gun logo, a gold inlay on both action 
sides and back, pleasantly stands out against 
the antique silver of the base. This finishing 
combined with a durable protection ensure 
a high degree of corrosion resistance.

TIMELESS ELEGANCE WITH  
DYNAMIC COMFORT

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-EXTRA

Z-EXTRA HR

Z-EXTRA TRAP US

Z-EXTRA MR

Z-EXTRA FR

RIBS: FR // MR // HR // TRAP US
ACTION: SILVER // COLOR CASE HARDENED
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Z-BELLA

Zoli, have spent two years developing a 
brand new ladies’ shotgun, the highly-antic-
ipated Z-Bella. Specially designed to meet 
the requirements of the female form, the 
gun is carefully embellished with eye-catch-
ing Swarovski crystals.
The Z-Bella is attractively presented, without 
sacrificing the technical nature of a product 
dedicated to competitions.
All stock dimensions have been specially 
adapted to cater specifically to the structural 
needs of the female form, including the pis-
tol grip, drop, length of pull, pitch and cast, 
with each stock equipped with an adjustable 
comb, for the finer finesse.
Available in 12 gauge, the Z-Bella comes in 
a flat tapered rib with a choice of 28, 30 or 
31 inch barrel lengths, and with five inter-
changeable flush fittings or ¾ inch extend-
ed chokes. Upon request, the Z-Bella is also 

available in a mid-step rib or in a high adjust-
able rib in 30 inch barrel length.
The Z-Bella is offered with either a silver or 
black action, boasting elegant deep scroll 
engraving to the frame, tastefully embel-
lished with Swarovski crystals.
The Z-Bella comes equipped with BHB (Be-
tween Hands Balancer) in the pistol grip, 
a dynamic corrector used to customize 
and tune both balance and swing dynam-
ics of the shotgun. Around the BHB stock, 
Swarovski crystals encircle the iconic Z em-
blem, a symbol of the prestigious Zoli Z-gun 
range.
As in any Z-Gun product, Z-Bella is equipped 
with a Boss type locking bolt, monolithic 
frame, silver soldered barrels, removable 
trigger mechanism with titanium coated 
components and self lubricating springs and 
bushed firing pins.

DESIGNED FOR HER

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-BELLA

RIBS: FR // MR // HR
ACTION: SILVER // BLACK

Z-BELLA FR - SILVER

Z-BELLA FR - BLACK
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Diego Duarte

Olimpic Skeet and Sporting Shooter
Professional Coach
World cup winner
Olympic Games attendance at 
Athens 2004 and Bejing 2008
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Z-XL EVO

Model XL-EVO has the difficult task to com-
plete the already comprehensive Z-GUN 
range dedicated to competitions. An objec-
tive that can be considered  achieved if we 
think that not only does XL-EVO represent 
all the fundamental aspects that distinguish 
the whole range and declared its success, 
but it also reaches beyond by expanding 
them further. For this reason, XL-EVO is a 
gun dedicated to the expert shooter requir-
ing a professional, as well as customizable 
gun. A truly unique model on the present 
trade scene.

Unlike the rest of the range, XL-EVO is fitted 
with an increased action which has a struc-
ture planned so that its weight can be varied. 
This is a very intriguing aspect considering 
that the shooter can carry out this simple 
modification him/herself. 
The two side plates can be exchanged with 
others of a different weight. This innovation 

completely reflects the concept  ‘Between 
Hands’ introduced by Zoli, affecting not only 
the weight located in the center of gravity 
but also intervening on the gun dynamic ap-
proach, without distorting it.

When shooting at professional level, having 
a gun that can be perfectly tuned is essen-
tial. Model XL-EVO has been planned to 
fulfill such request thanks to the variable 
weight of the ‘VGC’ action, to the dynamic 
‘BHB’ device and to the stock with adjusta-
ble comb. 

XL-EVO is also fitted with a monolithic ac-
tion, detachable trigger group with titanium 
components, self-lubricating springs, stain-
less steel bush firing pins, Boss-type locking 
system and silver soldered barrels.

XL-EVO is available in 12 gauge with differ-
ent barrel lengths and 4 types of rib.

THE ONLY ACTION IN THE WORLD WITH 
VARIABLE WEIGHTS SYSTEM

SILVER SILVER / BLACK BLACK / SILVER BLACK

SILVER / TUNGSTEN BLACK / TUNGSTEN COLOR CASE HARDENED

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-XL EVO

RIBS: FR // MR // HR
ACTION: SILVER // BLACK // LUX // COLOR CASE HARDENED

SIDE PLATES: SILVER // BLACK // TUNGSTEN // COLOR CASE HARDENED // LUX

XL-EVO HR

XL-EVO MR

XL-EVO FR

XL-EVO LUX
49
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Z-EXCLUSIVE

Our Z-Exclusive combine the high perfor-
mance to an elegant style and finishing. The 
sense of familiarity immediately perceived is 
very powerful. 
The Z-Exclusive model naturally leads your 
eyes on the target, offering a perfect view 
that translates into a perceivable comfort for 

neck and shoulder. Z-Exclusive is supplied 
with stocks made of selected Turkish walnut, 
finely checkered and oil polished. 

Z-Exclusive is decorated by detailed scroll 
engraving. A durable protection ensure a 
high degree of corrosion resistance.

PERFORMANCE WITH STYLE

ULTIMATE 
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-EXCLUSIVE

Z-EXCLUSIVE

RIBS: FR // MR // HR
ACTION: SILVER
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Brad Kidd

USA Sporting shooter
US National Sporting Champion
World English Sporting and 
World Fitasc Sporting Vice Champion
Professional Coach



Z-AMBASSADOR

The AMBASSADOR is the flagship of our 
Z Series offering the ultimate in hand finish-
ing. Ambassador line features a fully hand 
shaped frame and fences joined to a stock 
of exhibition Turkish walnut. Fences are fully 
hand engraved. Ambassador line is the first 
point of contact with our custom shop. 
All Ambassador models features a hand 
shaped semi-round frames and fences joined 

to a stock of exhibition turkish walnut. 
Stocks are finely hand checkered and fin-
ished in hand rubbed-oil.
Our suggested configurations are available 
in game, sporting, trap, skeet and ZZ-bird 
versions and are denominated as follow:
Ambassador EL -Ambassador Regent -Am-
bassador SL

ULTIMATE
SILVER

SOLDERING

STAINLESS 
STEEL 

FIRING PINS

FORGED 
MONOLITHIC 

ACTION

BOSS STYLE 
LOCKING
SYSTEM

DETACHABLE
TRIGGER

MECHANISM

HIGH
PERFORMANCE 

BALISTIC
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Z-AMBASSADOR REGENT

Z-AMBASSADOR SL

Z-AMBASSADOR EL

Z-AMBASSADOR

RIBS: FR // MR // HR 
ACTION: SILVER
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ASSISTANCEACCESSORIES & MERCHANDISE

https://www.zoliantonio.com/shop

Check our event calendar and book your Zoli Service
www.zoliantonio.com/eventi/
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TECH SHEET

Z-SPORT FR // Z-EXTRA FR // Z-EXCLUSIVE FR 
ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver ( Black available on Z-SPORT only ) Color case hardened
Calibers 12-20-28-410
Trigger mecchanism Detachable with titanium coated components and 

self lubricants springs
-

Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version)  
Non selective trigger (Trap version)

-

Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm. ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” ) 86 cm. // 34”
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all lenght available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”)
-

Top Rib Finishing Laser Hand made 
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs - No side ribs - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes Fixed chokes
BARRELS - 20, 28, 410ga.
Length 75-81cm. ( 29,5” - 32” ) -
Top rib Tapered 11-5mm - Parallel 11-11mm -
Side rib Ventilated BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable flush chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66)
Fixed Comb stock 12ga. A, C, D Adjustable - A/r, D/r, G/r, MR - Custom BHB system– Left version
Fixed Comb stock 20, 28, 410ga. H Adjustable – H/r - Custom BHB system- Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version)  

Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version)
Tulip shape - Custom

Forend type 20, 28, 410ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) Tulip shape - Custom

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver ( Black available on Z-SPORT only ) Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mecchanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricants springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version) -
Locking system Non selective trigger (Trap version)
BARRELS - 12ga. Boss style locking bolt
Length 75  - 78 - 81cm. ( 29,5”- 31” - 32” ) -
Top Rib Tapered 10-8mm -
Top Rib Finishing Laser -
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo off/set MR Custom stock, BHB system, Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version)  

Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version)
Tulip shape - Custom

Forend type 20, 28, 410ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) Tulip shape - Custom

Z-SPORT MR  //  Z-EXTRA MR  //  Z-EXCLUSIVE MR

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver ( Black available on Z-SPORT only ) Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mecchanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricants springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version)  

Non selective trigger (Trap version)
-

Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 75  - 81cm.  

29,5”- 32”
-

Top Rib High 11mm -Tapered 10-8mm  
High 11mm -Parallel 11-11mm (Only 75cm; 29,5“) 
High 16mm – Tapered 10-8mm 
High 16mm -Parallel 11-11mm (Only 75cm; 29,5“)

-

Top Rib Finishing Laser -
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes Fixed chokes
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo off/set 12ga. HR11, HR16 Custom stock - BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

Z-SPORT HR // Z-EXTRA HR // Z-EXCLUSIVE HR 

Z-BELLA
ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Black ; Silver Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mecchanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricants springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version)  

Non selective trigger (Trap version)
-

Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm. ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” )
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all length available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”)
High Rib – Mid Rib only in versions available

Top Rib Finishing Laser Hand made finishing
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo Lady 12ga. L/r Custom stock – BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Black ; Silver Color case hardened  - Lux engraving
Side plates Black ; Silver Color case hardened - Tungsten - Lux engraving
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mecchanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricants springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version)  

Non selective trigger (Trap version)
-

Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm.  ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” )
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all length available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”) 
HR11 (see HR sheet) - HR16 (see HR sheet) - MR (see HR sheet)

-

Top Rib Finishing Laser Hand made finishing
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo Lady 12ga. A/r, D/r, G/r, HR11, HR16, MR depending on version chosen Custom stock – BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

Z-XL EVO

Z-AMBASSADOR EL – REGENT - SL
ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Silver hand engraved Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga
Trigger mecchanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricants springs -
Trigger system Single selective trigger (Sporting version)  

Non selective trigger (Trap version)
-

Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 71 - 75 - 78 - 81cm. ( 28”- 29,5”- 31” - 32” )
Top Rib Tapered 11-7mm in all length available 

Parallel 11-11 only on cm 71(28”) - 75(29,5”) - 81(32”) 
HR11 (see HR sheet) - HR16 (see HR sheet) - MR (see HR sheet)

-

Top Rib Finishing Hand made finishing -
Side Rib Ventilated Solid side ribs  - BHB system
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Stock as per barrels specifications Depending on the version chosen Custom stock – BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Rounded (Std on Sporting version) – Beavertail (Trap Std on Trap version) Tulip shape - Custom

ACTION Standard configuration Optional/extra charge
Forged monolithic frame Black ; Silver Color case hardened
Calibers 12ga -
Trigger mecchanism Detachable with titanium coated components and self lubricants springs -
Trigger system Non selective trigger  

Selective trigger
-

Locking system Boss style locking bolt
BARRELS - 12ga.
Length 86cm.  ( 34” ) -
Top Rib High rib 16mm -
Top Rib Finishing Laser -
Side Rib Ventilated -
Soldering Silver soldering Technology -
Chokes Interchangable extended chokes -
STOCK (read more on page 66 )
Adjustable stock montecarlo off/set HR16 12ga. HR16 Custom stock - BHB system - Left version
FOREND
Forend type 12ga. Beavertail Rounded - Tulip shape - Custom

Z-TRAP US  
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